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How Nexans can bring your network together:
• A wide range of advanced telecommunications cables and accessories
• Quality, high-speed networks at the lowest possible cost
• Powerful, leading-edge technology devoted to open standards
• International scope for global carriers
• Network expertise for long-distance, metropolitan and access links
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spans the world of silence to help people communicate.
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Subscriber access solutions
To answer growing subscriber
demand for integrated voice,
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As pressures increase to
lower long-distance rates
and provide new highmargin services, telecoms
are looking to expand their
offers while controlling risk.
They expect suppliers
to take full responsibility
for technical details
and integrate technical
solutions to increase
capacity while lowering costs.
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Mapping your future with
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:some key figures.
• Total Sales*: 4.6 billion euro.
• Nexans Positions:
N° 1 worldwide for winding wires
N° 1 worldwide for submarine power cables
N° 1 European for rods
N° 1 European for equipment cables
N° 1 European for data transmission special cables
N° 2 worldwide for LAN cables
N° 2 worldwide for ground network power cables
N° 2 European for electrical wires
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The future runs through Nexans.

